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Women, men hold
rally against rape
by Teresa Perrettl
staff reporter

Amidst the feminist music a powerful force brewed as a large group
rallied for a stop to violence
against women. "Take Back The
Night," a national rally against
violence had its own place at the
University yesterday.
The steps of Williams Hall held
the men, women, and children who
sang and chanted words against
the struggle women have in gaining independence.
As a part of a week long program
to promote awareness to violence,
Take Back The Night served as a
positive symbol that women will no
longer tolerate losing their right to
choose to be independent alone day or night.
Displaying mottos on University
sidewalks, the members hoped to
make people more aware of the
feelings they have concerning society and its view of violence toward women.
"Stop Rape," and "Women
Unite were two of the messages
that members of the University
community found on the sidewalks.
Hoping it would have a positive
effect on those who read it, members of Women for Women, who
sponsored the event, believe it is
one way to make people more
aware of what is happening to
women.
"It was positive for those of us
who did it. By doing it we are
making people more aware,"
Nancy Eames, sophomore elementary education major, said.
Barb Taylor, sophomore women
studies major, said by publicly
announcing their feelings about
rape and violence the group will
get a positive reaction from the
rE plea prettily for
our liberation? Questioning the status quo may seem radical, but

Toledoqn's
transplants
help others

radical means getting to the essence of reality, Taylor said.
Starting as a force for women,
Take Back The Night is in its third
Sear at the University. The goals of
le group are to increase men and
women's awareness of the problem
of violence against women and to
help recognize that women can
protect themselves and work together to instigate change.
In the opening words of the rally,
the issue of how rape on campus is
handled was brought up.
"If it is dangerous for me to walk
home from the library for fear of
being raped, how exhuberant can I
feel sitting in the library," Eames
said, quoting from a book about
women and violence.
"Working together we will not
accept the rape culture we live in
and we will take back the night,"
she added.
Speeches as well as poems were
read amidst the clapping of the
crowd.
One woman told of her experience with women who have been
raped. She asked all the men in the
audience "to be patient. To some
people rape is o.k. A lot of times we
don t know who to trust," said
Roey Thorpe, senior arts management major.
Along with the speeches and
poems, songs crying out for relief
from violence and freedom for
women were sung.
Sally McGreevey, Counselor for
Women at the University of Toledo
began the singing with a version of
"We Shall Overcome" and "Fight
Back."
After driving down from Toledo
to join the rally, McGreevey said
she believes that rape incidents are
often ignored or not reported by
officials.
"This is a really important Issue
with local effect. A lot of time* it
tries to get swept under the rug,"
McGreevey said.

Fight back

bg news statf/Suson Cross

Solly McGreevey. a counselor lot women at University of Toledo, visited the campus yesterday for the Women for
Women rally. McGreevey led the crowd of nearly a hundred In singing songs such as "We shall overcome," and "Fight
back." The rally began at the Williams Hall steps and ended up with a march around town and through campus.

TOLEDO (AP) - Barely two hours
after Tod Shivak died, his heart was
beating in the chest of a 50-year-old
father of three in Pittsburgh while his
other organs were used to improve
life for four other people.
Shivak. 19, died Feb. S, two days
after he fell from a ladder at the Gulf
Oil Co. refinery, where he was working on a demolition team.
His death prompted a protest by
some 200 people who complained
about unsafe working conditions at
the site and alleged improper handling of asbestos. But Shivak's family
members said they been comforted
because his body parts have helped
other people.
"It's definitely what Tod would
have wanted," his father, Ray, said.
"That's the kind of kid he was, always
willing to help someone else."
Tod s mother, Karole, made the
donation offer the day Dr. Arthur
Gerber told her Tod was dying.
A 22-year-old Cleveland man and a
48-year-old Toledo man received
Tod's kidneys, and two unidentifed
recipients in northwest Ohio received
Tod s corneas.
Time pressures affected the heart
transplant because doctors have only
four hours from the time a heart is
removed to transplant it. A gap of 72
hours is possible for kidneys and
corneas.
Virginia Phillips of the Organ Procurement Agency called the Shivaks
as they were leaving for the mortuary
to tell them the heart transplant was
successful.
"I let out a whoop," Mrs. Shivak
said, recalling her reaction.
She said her son, Joel, 23, had been
uncertain about the donation until
word of the heart transplant was
received.
"I have my days when I wish the
guy with the heart knew (Tod)," Mrs.
SnfvaJr said. '7 always told them to
ten him that it be got Tod's whole
heart, hell be out chasing women in a
month."

Elementary school kids visit University health fair
by Lesley Sprlrjg
staff reporter

Over 200 elementary school children visited the University yesterday
for a health fair sponsored by students in health education for elementary teachers courses.
More than 100 University students
were involved in the biannual event

designed to be a learning experience
for Both elementary and University
students. It is now in its 11th year.
The Grand Ballroom took on a carnival atmosphere with booths and
activities intended to teach elementary students some aspect of health
care. Clowns, a Keystone cop and a
student with orange and red streamers taped to her body screaming she

was on fire, all tried to lure the
children to their booths.
"The health fair is action-oriented
to get the kids involved in games, self
tests and experiments. The HED students are evaluated on their rapport
and interaction with the children,"
Judy Kisselle, health, physical education and recreation instructor and one
of the coordinators of the program,
said.

Small children attempted to guide
wheelchairs through an obstacle
course marked with pylons and then
over a wooden ramp. Craig Hafner,
fifth-grader at Otsego Elementary
School, said he thought the wheelchair ride was "pretty fun, but sort of
hard to do."
"We wanted to show kids what it
was like to be in a wheelchair," Amy
Ash, sophomore special education

major, said. "We also wanted to make
them aware of the different causes
that confine a person to a wheelchair."
Another exhibit on bicycle safety
was a miniature town with houses,
street signs and crosswalks where
children manuveured tricylces
through the small streets and learned
the proper hand signals.
"The purpose of our booth was to

give kids an understanding of the
rules they have to follow when they're
riding a bike. It's really for their own
good, Jim Looser, sophomore elementary education major, said.
After riding through the bicycle
safety town many times because he
kept forgetting the hand signals,
sixth-grader Anthony Groves from St.
Aloysius School said, "It's pretty cool.
They teach you a lot."

Greek tradition continues tomorrow

Fraternities, sororities race around oval
by Jolene Aubel
staff reporter

With the coming of spring, passersby at the Union Oval have grown
accustomed to seeing fraternity and
sorority teams practice for the most
popular greek event, the Beta 500.
Throughout the greek system, traditions have kept the Beta as one of the
most important greek events.
With 19 fraternities and 13 sororities
participating in the Beta races around
the Union Oval, tommorow's events
will run from 12:30 p.m. to about 5
p.m.
This event may be more than just a
race of the fastest team. "The Beta is
a great way to show greek unity,"
Bonnie Zann, Delta Zeta sorority
member and senior design major,
said.

race," Michelle Prater, Gamma Phi
Beta sorority member and interpersonal communications major, said.
Fraternities also have traditions for
this race. Neophytes of Sigma Phi
Epsilon fraternity keep the wheels of
their cart spinning continuously all
night before the race, Brendan Flaherty, Sigma Phi Epsilon member and
"We will be having a Senior break- sophomore business adminstration
fast at the house to get everyone major, said.
excited about the Beta/' Sonia Win"At the time that we race, the
ner. Alpha Chi Omega member and
junior interpersonal communications wheels will stop on the exact place we
will start" Flaherty said.
major, said.
Beta Theta Pi fraternity sponsors
IN ADDITION TO the breakfast, the event and provides the race carts
members of the Alpha Chi Omega will for all the sororities and some of the
be sleeping out on the bleachers to get fraternities.
the best seats for the race, Winner
Many of the fraternities decorate
added.
"Spirit signs will be hanging in our their carts for the race. At last year's
house to get everyone psyched for the race, the team from Delta Tau Delta

For the past nine years, the Alpha
Chi Omega sorority has been the
winner of the Beta 500 Spirit Award.
This award is given to toe sorority
which exhibits the most unity during
Greek Week and at the race, Doug
Lee, Beta 500 chairman and junior
architectural design major, said.

fraternity dressed up as viking warriors with their race cart resembling
a ship, said Semih Mutlu, Delta Tau
Delta fraternity member and senior
political science major.
About a week before the Beta, our
seniors decorate the cart and keep it
covered up until it is put on the track
to race, Flaherty said.
While some traditions are kept alive, others fade away. Captain Phi
Psi, the mascot for the Phi Kappa Psi
fraternity, made an appearance at
the Beta in past years. However, "no
one does anymore because we have no
one big enough to fill the costume,"
Matt Rock, Phi Kappa Psi fraternity
member and junior marketing major,
said.
See related story on page 3.

everyone looking for a place to stretch out and soak up the rays. Lisa Church
(left), freshman journalism major, and Paula McCurdy, freshman business
major, caught up on their gossip instead of studying.

-the bottom line
New editors chosen for publications
Three new student editors were uate in August.
*
chosen Wednesday by the University
The editor of Obsidian for the 196485 academic year will be Ariane KirkBoard of Student Publications.
Cck, freshman pre-law major
Warrensville Heights, Ohio.
Mary Hitt, senior news-editorial
journalism major from West Chester, Kirkpatrick plans to change her maOhio, will be editor of the BG News for jor to journalism and is now a staff
the Summer 1964 term. Hitt has pre- reporter for Obsidian.
viously worked for the News as a copy
Melissa Manny, senior photojournaeditor and reporter, and as news
editor, feature editor and reporter for lism major from Toledo, will edit the
The Gavel. She is also a member of Key during the Summer 1964 term.
Alpha Delta Pi sorority and will grad- Manny, who has been an exchange

student in Marburg, West Germany,
has been a writer and staff photographer for the Key, reporter and photographer for the BG News,
photographer for the Sentinel-Tribune, photo editor for the Gavel and
promotion assistant for WBGU-TV.
Barb Hollis, junior magazine journalism major, will be Miscellany editor for the 1964-85 academic year.
Hollis worked on layout and did copy
editing and writing for Miscellany
this year.

bg news staff/Susan Cross

Spring is here!
The warm weather brought hordes of people out into the sunshine yesterday,
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•The University Pommerettes selected a new squad for the 1964-85
season. Page 4.
•Research indicates that some foods
may promote or help reduce incidences of cancer. Page 4.
Partly cloudy witho sight chance
ot thunderstorrns or showers. POSSH
ble near record high in the mid-80s
expected, overnight low in the 50s
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—editorial— Social issues set '84 aqenda
Long road to reality
traveled by Reagan
"D onald Reagan has spent the better part of his political life
Xvdenouncing the Communist China. His stance in the
presidential campaign called for a clean break with Red
China, and a siding with the Chinese Nationalists of Taiwan.
Yesterday, Reagan reviewed the Chinese guard, strolled
the streets of Peking while hundreds of Chinese school
children cheered his name, and met with the leaders of
China's Communist party.
Ronald Reagan has opened his eyes.
China's masses represent an untapped oil field of industrial
and agricultural strength. However, China is incapable of
motivating its people because of the Utopian ideas of the late
chairman Mao.
Mao's policies stagnated China's economic growth. He
believed in self-supported rural villages, so the country fell
archaically behind the rest of the world and is unable to
compete in the world market today.
The Chinese need us as much as we need them. A sustained
policy of fair trade and cultural exchanges would be an
enhancement to both countries economicly and politically.

by Kenneth York
It is a truism of American politics
that elections are won on domestic
issues, never on foreign affairs. The
reason is not a selfish concern over
the cost of living and the
championship series, it is a genuine
lack of interest in the day-to-day
responsibilities of a superpower...
Early in this century the United
States was an agrarian nation which
stayed home, keeping itself uninvotved in the petty conflicts of Europe, clinging to the notion of
backyard hegemony as declared in
the Monroe Doctrine. But Theodore
Roosevelt changed all that, with his
iingoist notions of modeling this country after Great Britian into an American empire crowned with the jewels
of the Pacific and the Caribbean. But
the Great War taught us some bitter
lessons about the burdens and responsibilities that went with the benefits
and admiration. It meant evaluating
the constitutionality of a conscription
for a nation founded on the ideals of
individual rights and freedom. It
meant making a national sacrifice to
make the world safe for democracy,
and to save Europe from its petty and
foolish squabbling. No longer would
the United States heed the doleful

warning of George Washington to
avoid the dangers of entangling alliances. We found ourselves thrust
upon the world stage of power politics
naive and ill-prepared, yet deciding
the fate of nations and names of kings,
all with a foot-dragging reluctance.
Woodrow Wilson ouUtned a League of
Nations, creating a global government which, by exercise of benign
power, would compel men to seek
peace and pursue it. But when the
United States declined to join the
League, retreating into an isolationist
shell, the League then became another doctrinaire dream of Utopia
relegated to the dustbin of history.
Some historians would even argue
that the second World War was
caused by America's refusal to exercise it's power on the continent, allowing instead England to lead the way to
encouragement of aggression by a
vigorous policy of appeasement
Times have changed, and the seductive virtues of isolationism are once
again extolled. Jingoism is government perverted; the age of empire
building has passed in this post-colonial world. Nuclear weapons make it
impossible to impose a policy upon
any country that possesses them, or
can make a credible bluff that it does.
Because of Vietnam and Grenada and
Lebanon and Latin America there is a

growing reluctance to send young
men to die for a geopolitical purpose.
A sensitive ear may even detect whispers of withdrawing from the United
Nations becuase it has long since
proven incapable of fulfilling it's mission of being peacekeeper to the
world, having degenerated into a political forum for fanatical dictators,
racists, and Marxists.
What possible reason could be given
for exercising military and political
influence beyond the borders of your
own country? Is there not virtue in
neutrality, and vice In the interference with another nation's right to
self-determination? Such an argument naively overlooks the history of
the past century. There is a curious
asymmetry in the evolution of governments. No nation that once becomes
communist ever becomes democratic, but democracies sometimes
become communist. Scientific socialists see in this the dialectic of history:
the synthesis of capitalism and the
worker's reaction to the contradictions of capitalism is communism.
Enthusiastic isolationists blind themselves to the nature of communist
governments, ignoring the millions
who have died in Soviet prison camps,
or who have been executed after
summary show trials in China. Commnist governments kill their own

at a monstrous rate - Pol Pot
inCambt
Cambodia thought it necessary to
kill one third of the population to
solidify his regime and protect himself from his enemies. Leaders of
communist countries talk bravely
about human rights and exploitation
of labor and people's democracy, but
the words mean nothing. Their uncontrolled use of government power
makes them deaf to the needs of the
people. Totalitarian means total control over people's lives for the sole
purpose of maintaining government
power, regardless of the cost in human misery, regardless of the rights
due to people simply because they are
human beings. But for the isolationist,
these are each nation's domestic affairs, and if the people allow themselves to be so ruled, that is their
choice and we should not interfere:
"It is none of our business."
lithe United States again becomes
isolationist we may quietly mind our
own affairs, using our power and
influence only in self-defense. From
our easy chairs we may survey the
globe and assess the quality of life
elsewhere, glad for the good fortune
of having been born in a democracy.
After all, why should we care?
Kenneth York, a columnist for the
News, is a third year graduate student In industrial psychology.

White House Press Secretary Larry Speakes announced
plans yesterday to aid China's non-existent nuclear energy
industry. We hope this to be the first step down a long road of
peaceful, and stable relationship with China.
We as a nation must work to make this relationship last.
We must make sure our political leaders do not throw out the
gains made by President Reagan this week.
We must, in a way, become like Reagan. The country needs
to forget the ideological differences of the past, we must
forget the Cold War rhetoric that poisioned our relationship
for almost two decades, up to Richard Nixon's presidency.
We believe the President has proved that Communist
China could be a valuable ally.

Letter warns students
of landlord problems
This is a letter to inform renters and extensively with personnel at Maurerprospective renters of Greenbriar- Green about the property. Never once
Maurer-Green Rentals. The manage- was there a menttnn of the water
ment has been not only unhelpful, out problem. What they did mention was
that me rent was just under two
discourteous and stifling.
The recent rainstorm (April 22) in thousand dollars a semester, and so
our fair city has left my roommates oar problems began.
Moving on to the second major
and me with a disgusting, inconveniencing mess and a few more head- problem on the long list is about our
aches. Our problem is that for the door. On the first day we moved in, we
third time this year, raw sewage has noticed that the door and iamb aperupted from our two showers spew- peared to have been kicked in more
ing water and sewage (you can actu- than once. This problem was indially see pieces of toilet paper) all over cated on our inventory sheet (probaour bathrooms and apartment carpet. bly in the circular file for some time
After some coaxing, the infamous now) and the problem persisted. PerMrs. Maurer finally obliged us with a sisted, of course, until it broke and we
clean-up crew who comes out and could neither enter or exit the apartdisinfects the carpet without even ment. The problem was corrected two
lucking out the water which remains times and finally was in decent condiin the sopping wet carpet. Equally tion and usable. Spring break came
helpful in a quick clean-up of this .ind went and much to our surprise
mess would be a dehumidifier (which our working door was replaced with a
they brought out to one of our pre- new door and the apartment was
vious "floods") but has not been pro- filled with dust and wood chips (absolutely no attempt was made to clean
vided.
If not to add more insult to injury up this mess by Maurer-Green).
there has been no attempt to clean the Okay, so we got a new door, no biggie.
floors and basins which set, still sop- A week later came the bill, $318.5) for
ping wet with foul smelling sewage. door and labor, A BIGGIE! Mrs.
Hey, today is Sunday so forget about Maurer would not even speak to us
Monday morning showers. How is this and the Student Consumer Union's
valiant effort for a compromise in the
mess going to get cleaned up?
Since this is not the first time our situation was denied by Maurerapartment has been flooded, we have Green.
So, to all of you who already signed
talked at length with Mrs. Maurer.
She tells us mat her company is not Sour lease with Greenbriar-Maurerresponsible for the sewer problem rreen, be warned that this manageand that it's the city's inadequate ment will neither communicate nor
■ewer system which causes our back- compromise except on their own
up problem. I can sympathize with terms. Fill out your inventory sheet
this explanation and even see some with every crack and chip in the
validity in it However, here's the apartment For all of you who may
catch. Upon talking to residents who look at Maurer-Green apartments in
lived in these apartments last year, the future, remember to think twice
in found out that flooding was such a about potential management probproblem last year that Maurer-Green lems.
This comment was submitted as a
was forced to install a sump-pump to
help water flowing away from the letter to the editor, but because of
building. If it was a problem last year, length was run In column form. It Is
and given Bowling Green's standing not an opinion from the B.G. News
water problem, flooding in these editorial staff.
Lou Rlftcl
apartments has probably been a probDonNovotal
Dave Kroner
lem for many years.
Scott Weaver
Before signing our lease here back
in the S2-83 school year, we talked
516 Eatt Merry Ave 16
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by Gary Wills
Joel Brinkley, writing in the New
York Times, teUs us how the United
States not only aids the rebels in
Nicaragua but sets policy for them:
"The agency warned the rebels the
aid would not continue unless they
captured a Nicaragua^ port, cut off
the Rama road, a key highway between Managua, the capital, and the
Atlantic port of El Bluff, and set up a
provisional government in the captured country."
You will notice that these terms not
only dictate military strategy, but
political policy (the provisional government). The CIA is acting like the
acting government of Nicaragua. In
this way we confirm the suspicion of
all those who fear that America will
deal only with puppets in Latin Amer-

icans. Not only that, we arouse resentment in the puppets themselves, who
are told how to run their own affairs.
Russia, largely because of a lack of
resources, has been far less bossy in
its dealings with indigenous rebels,
C'ng more mileage out of less inon. If the rebels make it, they
make it largely on their own (as they
are doing in El Salvador), taking
arms from Russia, among other
sources, but working from native
bases ot support.
Contrast this with our foreign
camps for training people to infiltrate
Cuba - exactly like the foreign camps
we are maintaining in Honduras to
infiltrate Nicaragua. If you have to
"create" a government, off the
ground, in the air, you are trying to do
too much, no matter what your resources. Arms to "self-starters" is
the practical rule, apart from any

question of morality. (It is odd that
the people who praise do-it-youself ism in our domestic politics depart so
far from their own dogma abroad.)
Jeane Kirkpatrick and others assure us that "our side" is crippled by
massive intervention from the Russian side. But as ex-CIA official Harry
Rositxke points out, the idea of a
hyperactive KGB is a myth. Moscow
pus far more stress on intelligence,
far less on covert action, than the CIA
does. (Again, this is becuase of the
original imbalance of resources Russia had to know what the stronger
country was doing, even when it could
do nothing about It.) In terms of sheer
numbers, in weight of provocation,
the CIA is far and away the leading
interventionist among all countries'
intelligence agencies - which helps
explain its many failures.
Vet columnist William Satire can
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Suaan Croat

write: "unless we shake that notion
that covert action is always unworthy, we will encourage terrorist nations to keep testing our nerves."
Interesting choice of word, "Unworthy." Not unconstitutional, not immoral - just unworthy. And when have
we ever acted as if covert action is
unworthy, ever since the 1940s, when
we first shipped armed rebels behind
the Iron Curtain? The president's
"reaction" to terrorism is like President Kennedy's reaction to the missile
gap - a "race" to increase our already massive lead, with the Russians struggling to catch up, inducing
us to renewed efforts in our turn. A
merry-go-round of death.
Gary Wills is a columnist for Universal Press Syndicate.
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Reagan has recovery on the 'fritz
by Erin Esmont
"Deficits threaten to upset the economic recovery. Mr. President, time
is running out"
-David Smith
Smith, the vice president of the
National Association of Home Builders, addressed his concern over the
mounting deficits to President Reagan during a round-table discussion
with home builders last week in Arlington, Texas.
Deficits indeed.
Time is running out for Reagan. He
might have to kiss the presidency
good-bye if he is unable to come up
with a solid game plan to reduce the

staggering deficit. To date, attempts
to reduce the billion dollar debt have
resulted in partisan bickering and
political posturing. Walter Mondale,
Gary Hart and Jesse Jackson, each
eager to reside at 1600 Pennsylvania
Ave., have attacked the incumbent
for his contribution to the deficit and
bis unsuccessful attempts to reduce
it.
The Reagans might consider cutting back on their extravagant lifestyle by trading in their china which
cost a reported $200,000 for Chinette
paper plates.
The president might consider some
popular fundraising projects used
here at the University to help defray

the cost of the deficit. Here are some
noteworthy ideas:
• A national bakesale. Seems to work
pretty well in University Hall, why
not at the White House?
•A national Beta 500.
• A national beer blast in the Rose
Garden. (Hey, let's Invite the Beach
Boys since Jimmy Watt's no longer in
town to complain.)
Gary Hart and Fritz Mondale, in
between screaming "Where's the
beef," have cooked up some ways to
whittle the deficits.
I talked with Walter Mandate's
press secretary yesterday and he said
Fritz has come up with a new plan to
battle the bulging debt. Since Mon-

Clear Views
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CIA runs Latin American states
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dale is so closely associated with
labor, he has decided to regard the
country as a huge labor union and
charge the members a $1 fee. "That
should reduce the amount somewhat" the press secretary said.
Nice try, Fritz, but doubtful.
In all honesty, my money is on Gary
Hart He might just be the man to
slow down the runaway deficit I
mean, anyone who can shorten his
last name by five letters and subtract
a year from Ms life should have some
"new ideas" for curbing deficit
Erin Esmont, a senior news-editorial malar from North Canton, Ohio,
is an editorial columnist for the News.
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Lite Beer All Star actress

Lee Meredith will start Beta
by Valerie Clptak
reporter

Actress Lee Meredith of "As the
World Turns," will appear at several
Beta 500 functions this weekend. She
arrived in Bowling Green last night as
part of the Lite beer All-Star program.
Meredith will appear tonight at
Beta happy hours at College
Park 3
p.m. to 7 p.m. The band HHigh Society" from Toledo will be playing for
the haappy hours,
Meiredith will ialso flag the start of

several of tomorrow's Beta 500 races.
One of her most recent projects
includes a Lite beer commercial with
Mickey Spillane.
What's different about this year's
Beta? "Hopefully, the weather/''Beta
*••
Chairman Doug Lee said.

money to the Children's Resource
Center, won't let Mother Nature get it
down.
If it rains today, happy hours will be
moved to the Northeast Commons. If
it continues into tomorrow, the Beta
will take place Sunday.
Although last year's poor weather
limited attendance and profit somewhat, Lee said he isn't worried about
how much they make.

As many remember, the cold wind
and rain last year not only forced
organizers to postpone the actual
race, but put a damper on many of the
outdoor parties and events as well.
"We just hope everyone has a great
But Bete Thete Pi, the fraternity time this weekend and that we can
that organizes Bete and donates the help promote greek unity," he said.

Treehouse Troupe will perform this weekend
Editor's note: This Is ■ preview of the
Treehouse Troupe, a group who will
perform tonight it 7:30 p.m. and at 2 p.m.
tomorrow In Kobaeker Hall.
by Greg Klertoc
reporter

So here's this bunch of folks calling
themselves the Treehouse Troupe.
You may not have heard of them, but
on their last tour they traveled more
than 1,000 miles and played to more
than 8,000 fans. Funny thing about the
Troupe's fans, though. Tney aren't

violent or loud (well, not usually) and
they don't drink or smoke. Of course,
most of them are under 12 years old,
too. Hmmm. ..
The Treehouse Troupe, a children's
theater company, is composed of University students who receive six
credit hours for their participation.
The Troupe was founded in 1979 as a
thesis project by a graduate student
who wanted to form a group devoted
exclusively to performing children's
theater.
The idea was to have the group
work with elementary and junior high

school teachers in Northwest Ohio to
assist in fine arts awareness. The
project was such a success the Theater Department decided to make it a
regular course offering.
Dr. Scott Regan, director of the
company for the past three years,
believes the Troupe is more than just
a touring theater production. ''It's
really a learning experience," said
Regan, an associate professor of
speech. "Besides doing the shows, we
often do workshops afterwards to
teach the children something about
theater and how it works." Regan

said the students also assist in writing
scripts, making costumes and designing sets.
The Troupe travels to schools
throughout Northwest Ohio performing two productions as often as 30
times in one season, with regular
stops in cities like Sandusky and ToRegan said the Troupe's constant
touring gives the members a sense of
what professional theater is like. "We
perform in gyms amd cafeterias, as
well as on stages," he said. "When
you drive from school to school and do

several shows each day, then it's
work."
Sophomore film studies major
George Fields, a member of last
year's Treehouse Troupe, said the
group was also a lot of fun. Fields
played Panteloni in "Androcles and
the Lion" and was also involved in
another production entitled "Poetry,
Schmoetry." Fields recommended
participation in the Troupe to anyone
interested in learning tne basics of
theater. "I believe that children's
theater is the basis for all theater," he
said. "They believed in the charac-

ters and kids are hard to convince.
Their expressions when we performed said it all."
Regan wrote a version of "Pinocchio, Carlo Collodi's classic about a
puppet's quest to become a real boy,
for this year's Treehouse Troupe.
Another production, "Blue Horses,"
was written by Cincinnati playwright
Kathy Schultz-Miller. Each show has
an accompanying study guide, written by the Troupe and Regan, containing writing and speaking
activities for the children.

Plan now for the 1984 School Year

214 Napoleon Road Bowling Green, OH 352-1195

We have more for less.

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
•all utilities included •gas heat "laundry
facilities "drapes •carpet •party & game room
•swimming pool •sauna
$270-furnished $250-unfurnished
T*0 BEDROOM APARIA4INTS
«
$280-furnished $265-unfurnished Plus gas and electric
Landlord pays water and sewage
■

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
$225-fumished $200-unfurnished
all utilities included, separate bedroom
FTM

f^% 516 E. WOOSTER

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS

Meadowview Court
Apartments

• New ownership - same great location
• Check us out and see the improvements
before you lease
• Talk to our present residents about
the 'NEW Campus Manor then sign fast

f%i 352-1504
|

6 FREE LIKE

W/ ANY 14" (1) ITEM
OR MORE MYLES* PIZZA.
!
DELIVERY ONLY

f

EXP. 5/7/94

------------.-..I

• We are filling up, on site Office (B-15)

MRHeriMp la CMmrwtM Hum SM MIHIMM

104 S. Main St.

OPEN DAILY
352-9302

Homeward
Bound
Sell Your Books Back
Before You Go!

354-1232
SHRIMP & OYSTER BAR
HAPPY HOUR

SATURDAYS

4:00-7:00 p.m.

MILTON'S

Bowling Green's Party Place...
MONDAY: TACO & TEQUILA
WEDNESDAY: DARTS & DRAFT
HAPPY HOURS: MON-FRI

4:00-7:00 PM

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
APARTMENTS
THE MOST
NT LOCATION IN
TOWN' CLOSE TO REC CENTER MOVIE
INTRAMUF
FRATERNITY ROW BANK I-AST FOODS AND

BUY BACK

Wednesday May 2nd Through
Friday May 11th

at the University Bookstore
HOURS: 8-5:00 Monday thru Friday
9-5:00 Saturday

u

ID'S REQUIRED

Gas heat, hot water and cook
ing included
(small monthly electric bill)
• Spacious 2 bdrm. apts
furnished.
Fast, dependable. 24 hr.
maintenace
In-house laundry centers.
- Plenty of storage area.
• Now accepting applicationsfor
summer and next fall.

•campus/local-
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Dancers select squad

352-0364

by Patty Luplca
reporter

1450 East Wooster

ALL-U-CAN-EAT
PERCH
Potato
& Cole Slaw
*3.19
Potato & Salad Bar...*3.95
SPECIAL GOOD ALL DAY

The Pommerettes, a precision dance team that
adds spirit and energy to
Falcon basketball games
during half time, recently
picked its new squad for
the 1964-85 year with Sandy
Stevens, Ms. Bronze 1964,
and Natalie Moore as the
new co-captains.
In addition to Moore, junior marketing major, and
Stevens, junior radio-television-film major, as cocaptains, Vanessa Hart,
junior nursing major, and
Marci Manna, freshman
psychology major, were
chosen as line officers.
The women trying out
for the officer positions
had to make up a 48-count

Movin' out?

RENT A
RYDER TRUCK

routine and teach part of it
to the new Pommerettes
because all officers choreograph movements for
the routines the Pommerettes will perform. The
squad votes to elect the
new officers.
To become a co-captain,
a Pommerette has to be a
two-year member. However, a line officer must
only be a one-year member.
From the 69 who tried
out, 24 were picked for the
new squad on Saturday,
April 14. Co-captains were
picked on April 24.
Clinics were held before
tryouts. The girls learned a
routine and the University
fight song.
Sherry Jackson, junior
marketing and retailing
major, secretary of the
squad for 1983-84 said,
"The girls (that made finals) tried out in groups of
four where they had to
perform an impromptu
routine and finish up with
the two required routines
again."
Senior education major

• you're 18 or ow you can rat* a Rydac tuck to use bcaty or on a one-«ty (rerrtHHwre. laevW-tlierel tnp to mother oly.
Compare costs before you maw plans tor moving at the end ol the semester Wth a truck you can take along your stereo, 10I speed, clothes, al your stuff, and sH have plenty of room lor one or Iwo other people and then thugs, so you can share the costs.
| Compare thai to a pane ticket Or even a bus.
Flert hom the best-manlaaied. most dependable fleet <i the world- Ryder
The best truck money can rent.
y

.^

Local Rental Locations:

'

103 N. Prospect at Wooster

! ^
bC "", "^
*■ V lf»' ' - '/I
U

^ to |l

PHOME: 354-1810
26480 N. Dixie Hwy., Perrysburg
PHONE: 874-9557

1000 Buck Rd and 1-75
PHONE: 666-9830
•BRING IN THIS
ADVERTISEMENT AND RECEIVE
A 10% DISCOUNT ON YOUR
TRUCK RENTAL

Some foods increase risk

Liz Clatterbuck made up
the routine for the tryouts.
The judging panel consisted of two Pommerettes
from the previous year,
one cheerleader and a person from the athletic department.
Kerri Foldenhauer, adviser of the Pommerettes
and one of the judges, is a
former Pommerette and a
1963 education graduate of
the University.
Jackson said, "We raise
the money for the outfits.
Our fund raisers are the
Falcon Fun Run which is in
the fall and the Kick-AThon which is in the
spring.
"We also get money by
being hostesses in the
Press Box during all the
home football games and
by the Alumni Association," she added.
"We can be considered a
social group because we
are a close knit group that
has two date parties, some
teas and helps some fraternities with their rush season," Jackson said.

"dateline
Friday, April 27
Baseball - BGSU vs. Ohio
University at 1 p.m. at
Steller Field, north of the

Diet linked to cancer
by Lesley Sprlgg
staff reporter

Haven't you said to yourself recently, "Everything
causes cancer, so why
should I worry about what
I eat?" In support of your
theory, it seems every day
some scientist somewhere
finds something else that
causes cancer.
The answer to the question of what to eat and
what to avoid if you do not
want to get cancer is becoming more clear-cut.
One recent finding of the
National Research Council
shows some diets and specific foods can increase the
risk of cancer, while others
may decrease it
Experts in the field are
estimating possibly 60 percent of all cancer in women
and 40 percent of all cancer
in men is probably diet-related.
Ice Arena.

Saturday, April 28

Planetarium Snow - Dr.
Anthony Aveni. a professor
astronomy and archeology
at Colgate University, wul

Fat consumption has
been shown to have the
strongest tie to cancer of
all the foods studied by the
NRC.

fat in your diet and reduce
the risk of cancer, the NRC
recommends:
• Eat low fat dairy products such as skim or low
fat milk, cottage cheese
and ice milk.
• Eat more poultry like
chicken or turkey with the
skin removed instead of
red meat.
• Eat more fish that is
steamed, broiled or baked
instead of fried. Lean fish
suggested include: cod,
clams, perch, crab, flounder, haddock, lobster,
shrimp, sole and tuna.

For example, population
studies comparing different world cultures show
Dutch women have the
highest breast cancer rate
in the world. They also
have very high fat diets.
On the other hand, Japanese women, who have
very low fat diets, have the
lowest breast cancer rate.
A 1981 STUDY found an
increasing risk of cancer
with more frequent consumption of beet, pork and
other red meats. In addition, a number of studies
indicate large quantities of
salt cured, salt pickled and
smoked foods also tend to
increase the risk of cancer.
To lower the amount of
discuss "Skywatchers of
Ancient Mexico," followed
by "All Systems Go!" a
multi-media retrospective
of NASA's first 25 years.
The show will begin at 2:30

• Include all fruits and
vegetables in your diet and
eat more beans, peas and
lentils.
• If you are going to have
dessert, make it something
low fat like angel food
cake, fig bars, gingersnaps
or sherbet.
f.m. in the Planetarium,
12 Physical Sciences.

—

Buff Apartments

Now renting for 1984-85
2 bdrm. furnished Afrts.
Heat,$ewage,1rVater & Coble paid for by owner
Laundry Facilities and Air Conditioning
540.00 per semester per person
with 4 people Ask for Rich - Afttr 3 p.m.

C* 352-7182

1?

May 31,1984

Why work your way up to management, when you can
start in management? We have immediate openings
with decision-making authority in challenging fields
like electronics, inventory control and purchasing,
engineering, personnel administration, and system
analysis.
You get the sophisticated technical and management
training together with the kind of responsibility it
takes to turn a job into a challenging career.
To qualify, you must have a BA or BS, be no more than
28 years of age, and pass aptitude and physical tests.
You must be a U.S. citizen and qualify for security
clearance. Relocation is required.
The benefits are good. They include 30 days* paid
vacation earned each year, low-cost medical/dental/
life insurance, plus a host of tax-free incentives.
Dependents' benefits, too, for family security. Of
course, there's powerful technical training program
and important promotion opportunities.
For more information, call collect: 216-676-0490
OR WRITE: NAVY MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS
16101 SNOW RD.
BROOK PARK, OH 44142

Get Responsibility Fast.

Coacert - The Bowline
Green Philharmonic will
perform at 4 pjn. in Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
Concert - The University
Folk Ensemble will perform at 5 pm. in Bryan
Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
Auditions - Auditions for
the Bowling Green-BGSU
summer production of the
musical ^'Fiddler on the
Roof will be held at tonight 7:30 p.m. in the lobby
of the Moore Musical Arts
Center. Auditions will also
be held Monday, April 30.
Opera - The University
Opera Theater will present
opera scenes at 7:30 p.m.
in Kobacker Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center.

•OFFER EXPIRES

I Careers In Management
That Start
In Management.

Sunday, April 29

WORLD STUDENT ASSOC.
BOARD 1984-85

Monday, April 30
Holocauit Memorial
Service - A short service in
memory of the victims of
the Nazi Holocaust will be
held at 5 p.m. in front of the
Union.

APPLICATIONS ACCEPTED
UNTIL NOON APRIL 30th

JUST ARRIVED!
The Latest in European
Suntan Equipment.
INTRODUCTORY
SPECIAL

COMTA CT: JEFF GRILLIOT
16 WILLIAMS HALL

8 VISITS /$25

ELECTIONS: TUESDAY MAY 1

2:00 - 5:00PM
INTERNATIONAL LOUNGE
17 WILLIAMS HALL

CHERRYWOOD
HEALTH SPA &
TANNING CENTER
HOURS

EVERYONE WELCOME!

Mon.-Frt I «JH.-10 p-m.
Set. 11 ••■"•-• P-mSun. 1-t PJ".

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
FOR 1 OR 2 PERSONS

•449-455 S. ENTERPRISE
•322 1/2 E. MERRY
•602 2nd STREET
• 605 2nd STREET
•245 N. PROSPECT
•710 1/2 ELM
• 228 S. COLLEGE
• 523 1/2 N. ENTERPRISEEFF.
•825 3rd STREET
Call today for an appointment
352-5620

.$28 S. MAIN ■

352 1165

VIEW!
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"ORTHErT^pFzZA"
110 W. Poe

Delivery 352-7734
Jabberwock aids } Free
$
; 5.00
Specials
scholars' works
2-12" Pizzas- .70/ltem
According to Webster's
Dictionary, 'jabber' means
to talk quickly and 'walk'
means to go on foot at a
moderate pace. Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority Inc.
has taken these words and
brought them together in
Jabberwock, a week of
fund-raising events for the
Professor Endowed Chair.
The money raised is split
between a donation to a
professor doing research
and two book scholarships
given to freshman or sophomore women.

,K James ou
Noted
psychiatrist
speaks
^"""
*
Dr. Lawrence Friedman, left, professor of history, listens to Dr. Karl Menninger. a noted American psychiatrist and
co-founder of one of the nation's foremost psychiatric research centers. Menninger addressed a University
audience yesterday in the second Hollis A. Moore President's Lecture. Menninger spoke on "Man Against Himself,"
comparing the motives for suicide among people of all ages with the causes of the arms race between the United
States and the Soviet Onion. Menninger called on his audience to "stop destroying" the world around them. Ironically, he
cited society's destruction of pigeons as an example of the untamed human desire to destroy.

DON'T FORGE
to reset
the

HOWARD'S t
Die

hands
of time

AHEAD ONE HOUR

X-ciferz
rn. minor
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Sat: Bars Choice

Saturday night at 2a.m.
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CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 1984-85
ASSOCIATION FOR SYSTEMS
MANAGEMENT OFFICERS:

NOW SHOWING
THRU SUNDAY
ct set to gel wct....ii the
funniest. i.» H-sl. wildest
whit.- water ran race evci!'

'"It |PPA Ti

SUN. 8:45

UPTHE CREEK
AT 9:15-SUN 10:15

C^

i™

PRESIDENT:
VICE-PRESIDENT:
SECRETARY:
TREASURER:
PROGRAM DIRECTOR:

ROSS KOENIG
JOYCE GOETTEMOELLER
SUSAN SCHAEFFER
LAURA ARNOLD
DAVE BUISAIDA

A SPECIAL THANKS TO TERRYE GREGORY FOR
ALL HER HELP THIS PAST YEAR.

E3TH

STUDENT
BOOK
EXCHANGE
presents their
SPRING CLEARANCE SALE
20% OFF ON ALL MERCHANDISE
"THAT IS, ALL MERCHANDISE!"
• ALL BOOKS
• SWEATSHIRTS
• BACK PACKS
• ALL HATS
• GLASSWARE*
• CALCULATORS

• T-SHIRTS & SHORTS
• SCHOOL SUPPLIES
• 100's OF SELECTED PAPERBACKS 25* & 50*

TWO DAYS OF HUGE SAVINGS!
FRIDAY & SATURDAY APRIL 27th & 28th
'*
VISA

530 E. Wooster
M-F 9:00-5:30
SAT 9:00-5:00

MASTERCARD

According to Jewell
Abrams, chairperson for
the event, the scholarships
are based on written essays judged by students
and are awarded at Jabberwock.
The events, which take
place all next week, include a Stompdown tonight at 10 p.m. in the Grand
Ballroom. Each black sorority and fraternity has a
distinctive dance step and
members of the groups
perform them together,
Abrams said.

on

14" Pizza & 2 Pops - .80/ltem
Good Thru 5/15/84

MIDNITt

STIOW
FRI - SAT $1.50
M»inon»t

/

-state/world
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Drugs involved in Kennedy death?
PALM BEACH, Fla.
(AP) - David Anthony
Kennedy, 25-year-old son
of the late Sen. Robert
Kennedy, was found dead
in a hotel room Wednesday
in this oceanside resort
where his family has wintered for 40 years. Investigators seeking the cause of
death said, "we're now

looking for drugs."
Young Kennedy had a
history of drug and alcohol
problems, but the cause of
his death might not be
known for several days.
"We're not ruling out a
natural death but we're
now looking for drugs,"
said Rick Black, chief in-

vestigator for the Palm
Beach County Medical Examiner's office, after the
autopsy was completed.
Tests of tissue ana body
fluid to find evidence of
drugs would take "four to
eight days, minimum," he
said.

"The cause of death is
pending the results of these

"we always have it in the
back of our minds." Earlier, police had said there
was no sign of foul play.
Kennedy's body was
moved from the medical
examiner's office to a
hearse shortly after 8 p.m.,
accompanied by his
brother, Joseph II.
The body was taken to

further studies," Black
said, adding that suicide
was ruled out because of
Kennedy's psychological
profile, and no evidence of
heart attack or brain injury was found.
"Anything (else) is possible at this point in time,"
he said, refusing to rule out
even homicide because

the Quattlebaum-Holleman-Burse Funeral Home
in Palm Beach. "Immediate family members" arrived at the home to select
a casket, and the body
would be shipped to Virginia sometime yesterday,
according to a funeral
home employee who refused to give nis name.

POTATO$3.95
SKINS U. G awaits verdict on movie

Log and continued into midday.
The University of Cincinnati Film Society, a student organization,
included the film in a series to be shown on a
this year. But the cont
versy started after the
group, prior to an April 14
snowing of the movie
"Gandhi," showed a preview of "Vixen" without
352-1092
warning. Some of the student viewers were angered
and wrote letters of complaint to the student newsAZ » AZ » AZ • AZ • AZ • AZ • AZ • AZ • AZ • AZ • AZ • AZ • AZ • AZ • AZ • AZ •
paper, the News Record,
saying they were shocked
fc by the preview.
After the controversy
was reported Wednesday
in The Cincinnati Enquirer, the city's morning
daily newspaper, the Cincinnati police vice squad
asked the university police
to preview the film and
report back to the city po-

Entire Month
of April
The Best
Appetizers
in Town

SUNDANCE

CINCINNATI (AP) - Police and prosecutors met
yesterday with University
of Cincinnati officials to
decide whether a judge's
1969 ban against showing
the movie Vixen" would
prevent a campus showing
of the film Saturday.
Jim Langley, the university's director of information services, said he was
awaiting word on a decision from the meeting,
which started in the morn-

"Bum Around" with

Delta Zeta

r

lice. Yesterday's meeting
resulted.
"I saw the film yesterday and, by modern standards, it's not a shocker,
by any means," Langley
said. "It's a bad movie, a
piece of trash, as far as I'm
concerned. The only crime
is paying a dollar and a
half to see it."
In September 1969, Cincinnati police vice officers
confiscated "Vixen" on
two consecutive days when
it was being shown at the
old Guild Fine Arts Cinema, a Cincinnati moviehouse. Two months later,
Judge Simon Leis Sr. of the
Hamilton County Common
Pleas Court ruled the film
obscene and issued a permanent injunction barring
its showing.
Participants in yesterday's meeting were reviewing the film's
Cincinnati history to try to

determine whether the
1969 injunction would prevent the movie's scheduled
campus showing Saturday
evening in the university's
student center, Langley
said. The showing costs
$1.50 and is restricted to
students and faculty with
university identification
cards.
The student
lects the year's fiJ
on nominations by anyone
connected with the university. Someone nominated
"Vixen" and it was selected, sophomore Liz
Manion, co-president of the
film society, said.
"Basically, what they're
trying to do is find a range
of films that the students
are interested in and that
the students will support,"
he said. "There is interest
on college campuses in
controversial films. It's
the nature of a university."

U.S. helicopter
went off course
due to pilot error
WASHINGTON (AP)-A
Pentagon spokesman acknowledged yesterday that
a U.S. Army helicopter
strayed about six miles
into Czechoslovakia's air
space last week because of
pilot error, but he denounced Czech jet fighter
pilots for firing missiles
and cannon at the aircraft.
Spokesman Michael
Burch contradicted reports by West German authorities that no such firing
took place and said "the
use of cannon and missiles
was excessive and unwarranted."
Burch said results of an
investigation by the U.S.
European Command found
that the unarmed Cobra
helicopter flew across the
West German border today
and fled home undamaged
after being chased by two
Czech MiG-21 jet fighters.
At the same time, Burch
said it would have been
more "prudent" for the
Czech planes to have escorted the errant helicopter out of their territory
without shooting. He disputed a suggestion that the
two planes tired only warning shots.
Burch accused the Soviets and East Germans of
repeated violations of the
East-West German borders, saying there were

four such incidents by East
German and Soviet helicopters on March 6, 7, 8
and 10.
"We detected the intrusions, but there were no
shots fired," he said. He
was unable to say if U.S.,
West German or other allied planes were
scrambled.
The alleged Soviet and
East German helicopter
intrusions into West Germany were protested
through diplomatic channels, he said.
Burch's statement confirmed reports attributed
by West German authorities to eyewitnesses that
the helicopter had entered
Czech air space. However,
the U.S. version was at
odds with a statement by
Bavarian border police
who said the Armv helicopter was not fired on.
In a separate statement,
the West German Border
Police in Munich said there
was "no evidence" that the
helicopter was fired on.
Asked about this
statement, Burch stuck to
the Pentagon version.
Under questioning,
Burch estimated the helicopter penetrated about 10
kilometers, or about 6.2
miles, into Czech air
space, and that it was over
Czech territory for abor'
20 minutes.

JAPANESE CUISINE
SHOGUN DINNER - Shrimp Tempura and Beef Shish Kabob Teriyaki »9."
K ABUKI DINNER - Finest Shrimp, Cloms, Crab Legs. Scallops, Boston Scrod %9."
JAPANESE BEER • SAKI COCKTAILS • TEMPURA • SASHIMI • TERIAKI

DINNER HOURS
Mon-Thurs S-9" pm
Fri-Sot 5-10" pm
Sun 3" 8» pm

reservations available

535-1.3*

Saturday, April 28,1984

5206 Renwyck at S. Reynolds Rd.

y

AZ « AZ » AZ » AZ » AZ « AZ « AZ « AZ * AZ » AZ » AZ » AZ » AZ » AZ '"AZ »

WINTHROP TERRACE APTS.
OFFERS YOU

$50.00 gift certificate
when you sign a 9 or 12 month lease
Before May 12th
WE PAY HEAT, WATER, CABLE,
AND TRASH PICKUP
• Full-time Maintenance
1 & 2 BDRM APTS

352-0564

IS

1450 E. Wooster

BRING A FRIEND
AND WHEN
YOU BUY ONE DINNER YOU
WILL RECEIVE HALF OFF ON
A DINNER OF EQUAL VALUE.
-A/O DISCOUNTS APPLY Good 4/28/84 thru 5/3/84

Furnished & Unfurnished
Weekdays 9-5:00

400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135

Evenings by Appl

DELTA SIGMA PI
ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN A
Piedmont Apartment

SUMMER
818 7th St.

STEPHEN KIMG S CHILDREN OE THE CORN
staging PETER HORTON
LINDA HAMILTON
Scr«np.a> by GEORGE GOLDSMITH
Baaed upon UK Mwy by STEPHEN KING Husk, by JONATHAN ELIAS
cxecuttv, produt.™ EARL GLICK CHARLES J.WEBER
product by DONALD R BORCHERS.nd TERRENCE K1RBY
wrecrd by FRITZ KIERSCH NEW WORLD PICTURES
attociMmn wtlh
\Keta the Signet raptrbaclTI Prints from CFI An<l<lr » Inf "trtt.inm.nl
Group I
Soundtrack album avalablc
onVarac Sejaoawde Records I
e IBM new WORLD nc TUBES

R

WtTMCTM
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STARTS FRIDAY April 27th
at a theatre near you

SPECIAL FEATURES
• 880 Mil pti apartment
• 2 bedrooms 1 1.2 bams
• central Oas ad heating with
■xjMOual apartment control*
• completely furnished
• uMDes paid, except lor
electricity
• L shaped Imng drnng area with

Mtoony

SIGN LEASE
W/PIEDMONT APT.
RECEIVE
FREE mambership
to health Spa
NEW TANNING
CENTER

$175/month
835 High St. 352-9378

SUMMER
707 6th St..

• waft-to-waH carpeting
• bout m vanity «i tialway
• sound conditioned mteno*
• hnen cloael
• cable TV
• last recovery Gas water heating
• kitchen cornea equipped with a
• carpeted halls and msioa
Gaa range stainless steel amk entrances
refrigerator, food waste disposal
• Gasequpped laundry area
• extra large closets
aveiabte m each apartment
• insulated window glass
DuMng
• sJatftng glass doors to balcony
• patio areas with Gas gr*s avail
• twin bede m each bedroom
able lor each bu*dmo

• hydro spa whirlpool
• indoor heated pool
• melros sauna
• sun lamps
• complete exercise
(acuities & equipment

■■■■aBjBHM^HeaaajBayBaj

Proudly Announces
Its Spring 1984
Initiates:
Bill Burtch
Scott Dunckel
Dave Earls
Sharon Gasper
Jeanne Halladay Todd Harford
Denise Hewitt Linda Homan
Debbie Hostetler Brad Huskinson
Sue Loyd
Jeff Olden
Barb Palkp
Barb Prinbanic

MMMaaaaaaaaieaBBBIi
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Falcon netters hope to rebound York is named "Man of the Year
r

DyiomReid ~
sports reporter

Like a jockey trying to forget a bad
fall, members of Bowling Green's
tennis team hope they can erase their
thoughts of last weekend's two critical conference losses when they return to action today.
The Falcons travel to DeKalb, 111.
to compete in the Northern Illinois
quadrangular against NIU, Ohio University and Bradley College.
"We really have to put those MAC
(Mid-American Conference) losses to
Miami and Toledo out of our mind,"
Falcon first-man Jim Demos said.
"LAST WEEKEND was a disaster,
but that's in the past now, if we're
going to do well everybody will have
to stop worrying about last weekend
and start concentrating on this weekend or it will happen again."
The Falcons have already been
eliminated from the conference title
race, but BG coach Bob GUI called

today's matches "pivotal"because
NIU, M, 13-10, and OU M, M7, are
evenly matched opponents.
"We've been playing MAC teams
like Ball State and Miami, who are
among the league leaders, Gill said.
"Northern Illinois and Ohio are two
teams with about the same records so
this might provide us with a real
chance to move up in the standings
with a couple of wins."
BG ENTERS today's contests 1-3 in
the MAC, 1M overall and has dropped
five of their last eight matches.
Second-man Steve Beier owns the
teams best overall record at 144, 2-2
in the conference, while both fifth and
sixth-men Alan Benson and Warren
Krammer have posted 3-1 MAC
marks.
While neither the Bobcats or
Huskies were picked to finish at top
MAC ladder, both have managed to
give several conference contenders a
scare. OU forced undefeated Western
Michigan to the final doubles matches

before the Broncos beat them 5-4.
Bobcat's first-man Steve Pruitt is
undefeated in the MAC and has registered a 16-8 overall record. Fourthman Tim Bruin has a 3-1 league mark
and second-man Scott Langs is 2-1.
NIU IS 2-1 in its last three MAC
matches, beating Eastern Michigan 81 and Central Michigan 6-3. Fifth-man
Pete Fleischlag owns the Huskies best
record with a 14-10,2-2, mark.
Gill cited poor play of the three
doubles teams as one reason for last
weekend's losses. The three doubles
teams post a dismal 3-9 mark in the
MAC. and unless they improve the
team will continue to struggle.
"A major reason for lastweekend's
losses was that our doubles teams
were unable to jell," Gill said. " In
MAC matches it's important to win
two of the three doubles matches and
we haven't been doing that latley. And
until we can start winning the doubles
matches I think we going to have
problems."

■sports/capBaseball — at home against Ohio
University at Steller field today and
tomorrow at 1:00 p.m.
Softball - at Ohio University today
and Youngstown State tomorrow.
Both doubleheaders start at 1:00 p.m.

Mea's Track — at Perm Relays today
and tomorrow in Philadelphia, Pa.,
starting at 10:00 a.m.
Women's Tennis — against Eastern
and Western Michigan in Ypsilanti,
Mich., today at 3:00 p.m. and tomorrow at 9:00 a.m

Women's Track - at Boom Relays at
Eastern Kentucky today and tomorrow starting at 10:00a.m.
Men's Tennis — against Northern
Illinois, Ohio University, and Bradley
College at DeKalb, 111., today and
tomorrow at 9:00 a.m.

Bowling Green hockey coach
Jerry York, who directed this
year s team to BG's first National
Collegiate Athletic Association Division I championship, was named
"Man of the Year" by the BG's
chapter of Omicron Delta Kappa
national leadership honor society.
Inducted into ODK in April 1963,
York has coached BG's hockey
team for the past five years, compilinga 118-73-12 overall record.
THIS YEAR'S team had a record
of 34-8-2, won its third straight
Central Collegiate Hockey Association regular season championship,
and captured the NCAA title by
defeating the University of Minne-

TV

sota-Duluth, 5-4 in four overtime
periods. The overall record made
BG the nation's winningest team
for the 1963-84 season.
A native of Watertown, Mass.,
York earned his bachelor's and
master's degree from Boston College. As a player at BC, York was
named to the all-America team in
1967.
After earning his master's degree. York became an assistant
coach at Clarkson College.
He served as an assistant for two
years before being named head
coach at Clarkson in 1972. He took
the position as head coach at BG in
1979\

Jerry York

BG hard bailers to host Bobcats

With the Mid-American Conference's new baseball format of the
regular season winner advancing to
NCAA regional playoffs instead of a
league playoff, Bowling Green's
chances of any post-season action
appear slim.
The Falcons are currently in seventh place in the MAC with a 54-1
conference mark, 15-18 overall, and
need a good performance in this
weekend's four-game series against

Ohio University at BG's Steller Field
for any chance at regionals.
OU is sixth in the conference with a
3-4 mark, 7-20 overall, heading into
today's 1 p.m. doubleheader. Tomorrow's double-dip also begins at 1 p.m.

Falcon rugger* face 18(1

Bowling Green's club rugby team
and their 21-3-1 record will compete in
the Midwest Universities Cup in Muncie, Ind., tomorrow.

This is the fifth straight year the
The Falcons are coming off a fourgame split that dropped Central Mich- Falcons have been invited to particiigan (54) out of first place last week- pate. The tourney features the best 16
end in favor of Eastern Michigan (7- college teams in the Midwest. All are
either state or conference champions.
OOOOOOOf

VINTAGE FASHIONS

-NEWT0Y0U=
FEATURING FASHIONS
from 1880's thru 1950's

{CASEY'S

^0&L. TtoWlS***!

ORIGINAL

^HAMBURGERS

10% Off Until

1025 N. Main St., B.G., 352-9113

B6SU ID

CASEY'S >d

SPR1N6 SPECIAL!

I

WINTER CLEARANCE

downtown, inc.

Savings for you
Dresses at $10
* Suits & Coats reduced
LOTS OF NEW GOODIES

I.HMM.M»UiMM.U

(AW KC4MR ms> NBffiUMOttt)
W. Poc Kd.

OKU AT

I. foeRd.

■an

3310GlaQzmajT-Mj„-n
385-7299

tf\

place.

(Limit 4)
Good thru 5/5/84

Stanley H. Kaplan

The Smart
MOVE!

TWO LOCATIONS TO
SERVE YOU

EAST

*"

SINGLES

♦

Pagliai's

Perrysburg <J 1i111
(4 19) 1174 40lb

Something Extra
190 S. Main St. BG
354-1437
TOLEDO STORE

BG's famous
gathering

SOUTH

LSAT • GMAT • MCAT • GRE
.ii
(419) 5364701
'"".
3550 Secor Road
Toledo, Ohio 43606

440 E. Court 945 S. Main
352-1596
352-7571

■ gucmNN
iCfWTia

•100,000.°°
INVENTORY

128 N. MAIN ST./DOWNTOWN

SALE

• TGIF • TGIF • TGIF • TGIF • TGIF • TGIF » TGIF • TGIF • TGIF • TGIF » TGIF • TGIF • TGIF • TGIF« TGIF » TGIF*.

GREEN KING NIGHT
You've been waiting all week for

-46'anow$1.
- Doubles $2 - off •
- Headphones S3." off * Posters $1 off *
- Used LP's 10% off * T-Shirta 1/2 off *
-Blank tape 10% off * LP Crates $4" *
- Accessories 10% off * Buttons 6 for $3.** *

EVERYTHING IN STOCK IS REDUCED!
Hours: 10-10 Mon-Sat
12-5 Sun

FRIDAY, APRIL 27th
o

JUST NORTH OF B.C. ROUTE 25 N.
TGIF • TGIF • TQIF«TQ'F* TGIF * TGIF • TQIF » TGIF » TGIF • TGIF » TGIF • TGIF • TGIF • TQIF * TGIF > TQIF » TQIF
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HU TIM M>- exee sw •«
mm ■»■• MIIJI • I
easts* 25 » 30 m*~ eor *«•
1 ONLV r M i—li.i $400 sw MM>

CII'II

at 4:00 aj» Prat* • 4:00 »• » Ms

■*MM«MMHllll
April 27. 1864

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
■ ■■■in. Our ISM minim ol the
W » mis Sunday. April 2t, 5:00 In
lyres'be tl

I.

Jon the #1 Amoricsn Msrketvvj A»
socteaon ruiaWi Ohspter n ma
rvatton' Today Is the hnol day. ao ba
lura to ion now and sava $6.00.
Fast floor BA Al meters are welcome
to |on meriiatng cJut1
Pre-Reg Needa Voul The 1084 Summar Frs-Regettreeon Ststl a) now
accapang sppscaftone from thoaa
riferestod n volunteering thee ome It
fa a great opportunity to meet Ihe new
students and to develop your Interpersons! skaa Each volunteer v*a be
entteed to one meal lor each day
worked Tret year Pra-Rag rune from
July B-Auguat 3 The appkabona are
avaaebk. In 405 Student Servtcea
Any questions cat 372 2843

LOST AND FOUND
FOUNO-A SET OF CHRVSLER
CAR KEYS ON A LEATHER 'CAPRICORN' KEY CHAW, FOUND ON
LEHMAN AVE- COME TO 108 UNRVERSITTHAU,

LOST: Back Lab Puppy with white
pews Name Nick Reward Caf
Frank at 372-2638 days. 886-7571
owe
LOST 2 gok) bracelets one box
chain a one braided chain Sentknento) value Vary large reward if found
Cal 372-3616
FOUND Lataae watch near South
Hal on Apr! 24th Cal 372-8708 to
Identity
Leal: Sftrertrsne Tlmei
sratdu Can SSephenle-l-47s1.
Gold 5 Diamond ring sus 5 112 lost In
Founders loading arse Sunday Reward cal Donna 2-3920

SERVICES OFFERED
THBeX YOU'RE PREONANT?
FREE TESTS ANO HELP
ABSOLUTELY CONFIDENTIAL!
HEARTBEAT
241-8111
TUTORING
Basic Math - Algebra - Cafcutoe
Reading - Grammar — Composition
Cal 874-3348 attar 6 pm.
OAKHURST LEARNING CENTER

aa,1M
Alpha Game are ready to go. we're
psyched tor putting on e greet show
Look out Bets We re reedy lo It, 1 eft
up to us-lfs do or dto

FTofaaaional Typing

Am.
Wei. N ma Is. finely come
You've worked ao hard to get to that
point Good kick on your MCATI II
ba tanking of you ft I'l keep my
angers croooodl! Love. Unda
ANNETTE AGO
Use those twtnrrwvj legs to win Bets
tor Chi Omegs' rm vary proud ol you
and I know youl be aweoomol Love.
A SINCERE CONGRATULATIONS
TO $»IEIfT VAN VOOREN AMD
$HERRI HEAOLEE ON THEIR RECENT ENGAGEMENT.
THE err At
Attention Gamma Phi Bats Pledgee'
Ws love our New Moons. Oh yea wa
do You an al super' We love you1
Love the sailers ol Oamme Ph)
ATTENTION BA MEMBERS
End of tie Yaw Party
4/27/84 220 MsnvBa 9:00 pm
Bring your own rnuncress
beverages provided
Bebaon
Jammeroni on thoaa MCATSI
You've got what It takae.
Love you. Ma
1AR HELP WANTED far assessor •
1st. Apply to person at MAIN ST. an
»12 noon and 1 p.m.
■ETA $00
Sat-April 2$
Union Oval
Baas Fever's going around
ft its as if you can hear the sound.
Beta 500 a the Bxjoesl $ Beat
We Alpha Chf s can surely atest.
Wei scream ft shout 1 lump at about
So everyone else, you'd better watch
Quit
■ETAI stOMA MM 00 FOR mil
0000 LUCK! THE WHITE ROSES
Were going lor a decade ol soarTlie Alpha CW'i
■ETA Sex)—-Tomorrow
The Alpha CM'a an going lor a
decade ol ssanaed Wasaxml
BOB FtJPPELL: GET PSYCHED TO
HAVE TONS OF FUN WITH EFaKA
AT THE DZ DATE PARTY ON SATURDAY!
LOVE BRICK [KAREN B)
Bob Scott. Roses an Red. Violets
are Blue rm reedy lo get drunk Set
How about you? Gat psyched 10
' burn-around"1 Love ya. Cossen.

■ETA ISO
HAPPY HOURS
TODAY 1:00—7:00

CM CM eat:
Chi Ol are out to win Go Chi O'
Congrats KD Users on ptedtig Hard
In the DO Bike Race Great Jobll A
special then*, goes 10 FIJI'S Trevor
■ Terra lor you. hasp! Wa love ya!
The KD tisesrsCongrats lo the 1984-85 Finance
Club Officers
PT6# Jorin rvDatvoft
V P. Linda Cherneuekas
Trees Cathy Sta
DAC Judy Kamar
and thenks to INs year's officers
Pasty. 81, Mote, and Jon

Alpha CM Cabinet - You're tontaoMe! Love. Your Director

SORORITY RUSH
D«orCaMnF.
Thanks lor gMng me the beat 3
months of my Me. I always knew good
things came to those who waited
Cant wart to sea you tonight, sweetheart1 I love you. ktchale Y.
Deereel Jorge, We miss youl Ore*

DEB DURBIN and JEFF OE MUTH "To my favorite couple", a belated
itxrujakoaelriai on your liiraasrlngl
Love, Use R
You eta have erne to buy Greek Week
T-Shtat. Cal 352-4861 or 2-5707

•ETA FEVER
CATCH II'

16
17
20
21
22
23
24
28
29
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
44
45

FINOERt SUPER SALE
IP'* ANO TAPES
MM 15 N
12$ N. MAW STJOOWI4TOWN

ACROSS
Popular princess
Sailors quail
Celestial Bear
46 Pan of a fence
Manner ol
47 Shillong's state
speaking
5u W. Indies dye
Word lor a
plant
June day
51 Masonry tool
Companion of
54 Intractable
rouge
56 Agronomist's
Formidable
study
undertaking
59 Campus mint org
One, In
60 Author of
Edinburgh
"The Inspector
Important
General"
Virginians
61 Art gallery
Sport arenas
near the Thames
Faithful, lo a
62 Fume
Scotsman
63 Plant germ
Fellow
"Dixie" composer
DOWN
Town Jack Benny
1 Conference need
made famous
2 Determination
Singer Frankle
3 Unpleasant
Seine feeder
symptom
Name for a
4 Yulecheer
Norwegian
5 Olympian, In
Lollobrigjda
away
Hellman's "The
6 Kind of porridge
Llttla
"
7
Doggone It!
Dilatory
8 Table scrap
Black cuckoo
9 Ground, In
French king,
word
circa 987
comblnationa
Barely enough
10 Immature
Commented
11 Horaeofa
Makes amends
certain color
Regretted

Torrorrow to M big day Not orty la •
BETA, you wi etoo meal your new
Cf. 0 famly Get payched! I hope you
era at exctod aa we an! XO Love $
Mine, Your Excited Bkfll

UPeebe
Do you know who I sm yet? My
hams town has a afcl lodge. Does
thelhetosny?lcsn'lwsrtforvoulo
find sta on $eL Your Bks eta.

usury.
Get nedy to party at the rvtvse Ross
OsssPtrtyl
Good Luck CHI O Beta Teem' We I
ba cheonng you to viCTOFfYI
GOOD LUCK DZ BETA TEAM!
YOU'RE THE BEST1 LOVE YOUR DZ
asoichS
.
Good Luck Kappa Sigma Beta Teem
CONRAD WOLF
KEVIN FLYNN
ERIC GRACE
SCOTT 8TACEY

Gel psyched tor tomorrow when you
become my offices Rta I know rm
exceed You are skeedy very specwi
to me end ss my Itte I'm sun wa
wetieccms very close Final Okie: I
MM bank hat.
XO Love, Your Big
UT Vel
Congrafutotioris on making reporter
tor B G News!
Leva, Your Bg
Use Mat Congntutostons on getBug MM tot) ss reporter for the to
New.! We'n so proud ol youl Love
$ A.O.T. Year KD Meiers.

TOM LANG
JM REGAN
ANDY COLLINS
LOVE, THE KAPPA SIGMA STARDUSTEBB
ll aki Beta looreFlret
la our. teat year Love, Your

unto JB Resko You wen my Rush
Crush and now you re my Itte. Ttxs
weekend wal party CO style wtti
tto tomay Love Ya: Your Big?

SKI. Randy, On, Coop. Oery Tom.
Pen, Ed.

aORORTTY RUSH
aORORITYRUSH

Good luck to tie Alpha Gam Beta
teem We're beheld you 100% You
can do lltl Love. Your Alphe Gam

Late - Play that beat Play thai
beet...Where', lamey — tatty? Do
the Rap lor me. From e special
Friend.

Good Luck to toe FLU BETA end
Tnethelon Teems Bring home e wtnner' Scott S.

LYNN
THANKS SO MUCH FOR THE
BtTTHOAY "SURPRISE" -1 REALLY
LaXED IT. GET READY FOR A
GREAT WEEKEND!
JEFF

GREEK WEEK" * ■ *T—SHHTS
GREEK WEEK •••• T-SHIRTS
Cangrata on your IsroHortngl Now
maybe you can keep Hie nolaa
down next door-Ws're tying to
study. Wei It ba s double wedding?
Love. Ric and Meases
HAPPY HOURS st SAM B'S
5-7 pm ft lOpm-mldrvte
BPJNG A FRKNOII
Hey Betas! The Alpha Ptaa cent wait
to party wan you at the 'Baton the
Race' Teal See you tonight
HEY BETA TEAM-SORRY I CANT
RUN NOWi BUT I'LL BE CHEERING
FOR YOU WITH MY CRUTCHES00 FOR m LOVE. BFtCK

SORORITY RUSH
aORORTTYWUtH
Ineedadate
Some oat me B'
LooWno tor anairalsj women to elssnd my party on Friday 243 S.
Prospect.
Jack Scroptock.
Good kick in ihe TnKharonl rm sure
el your hard work wl pay off!
Love. Mtoheet.
JEFF DC MUTH— Thenks ao much tor
your help wax BETA! We love yal The
AtohsCWa.
•ETA $00
Happy Hours
TODAY 3:00-7:00

""■■" *■»»«?"

INTERESTED M JOSMJNG A SORORITY? RUSH INFO NKtHT M COM-

Koay Ittligeti, I toat youl Carol

DZ ANO DELT FAiJJLY. GET READY
TO BOOQC ANO BUM AROUND Al
THE DATE PARTY LOVE. LOU-

15

Feeturtnj:
"Hkth sacesty''

John OTooto — Good luck on your
Mad School AcVrasalone Tests Seturday' I know youl do fantastic Keep
up tar good won! Love. Ease

Alpha Damme Delta Spring Ptaoaes
went to wish our leu Team the
best el lucklll

1
6
10
14

■ETA $00
HAPPY HOUR*
TODAY 1:00-7:00

■att-

VOTE FOR
■ETA $00 QUEEN
TODAY IN THE
UNION FOYER

AUCHTIONS FOR FIDDLER ON
THE ROOF APRIL 29TH 4 30TH
K08ACKER HALL, 7 P.M. CALL
b72-21e1. EVERYONE WELCOME

A big thank-you to BACCHUS officers
Came Aueeng. Sonya winner. Mate
VerrVccrtsa. $ Bath Hetonger 1 BACCHUS members Your hard work 1
oaocoson nee reaay made the organtzaaon growl

Gat psyched tor the Big Hunt I Beta!
t/e gong to be a day to remember! I
cant wet to welcome you Mo tie
tarntyi XO Love $ mine. Bkj? PS Do
you know wo I em yet?

We wB deduct 81 00 from first order

BETA $00
Set- - April 21
UwtonOral

■ETA $00
•at —April 21
UseemOeal

A Beta Tee with the Kappa Siga.
Alpha Xi. and SAE whet could be
more tun? Sae you Saturday night.
Love, the Alpha Piss

45840

Brian Holey.
Herad you're Iwng a big bash thai
weekend! Cant wait lo aaa your
SQUARE smlall

••*»*—*"

PERSONALS

Li" Chris O, Onfy one more day unM
you Bid out who I am TraawBbaa
cause for cokvarshon Love. Your Big

•BEAKWO TRADITION
CMOMEQA
4-2X4 ■ETA $00

Al your typing needs prompt & pro■ Cai 362-4017

NEED TYPING?
6th Year Service
352-0809

ENGRAVABLES
Paraorvattad gifts catalog.
sand $1 00 to Engreve-A Son Lid
123 S Mam St. FkvJey. Ohio

Hey Phi Peto The Goo Phoo Boot are
looking forward to a rodun' Ome with
the beet this Soturday rwjhti
Love. The Gemma Ptka

Expert Typing
Reasonable Rates
Cal 352-7306 sftar 5 30pm

Summer Lofl Storage Service
Free loft pickup
and 1st loft delvary
| $18 K ordered by 571 efter. $22
Opeonsl cttmentkng svsxeoie
52-3836. managar. Preston (
Cal now for Information

Lee Anno Cote
Wa at spsriitoU your dedication
end service ss Freeldent You dM a
tesvasstto tool! Good luck In the reel
werMI Wa't astoa youII The Oelden

AlpM XI Dane seniors: tee! of toe*
to yeal We a* raise you. Love. Your
XIII Hera.

Fouta Typing
excelent quality SOVpage
some pickup avaasbW
869-2570 anytms

353 6659 Evenings » weekends

Derese Suber.
Oat psyched to go skim' You're an
outassrvjng InoMdual who keeps on
gtvrvj I'm proud of you and I sdrrwe
you rmeneety
Love your Akan aacrat Ma

KERI KELLOGG
To my now Chi O Raa, soon you arl
and out who your newtsa sis to and I
can! welt' Love. Your Big

AUDITIONS FOR FIDOLER ON
TH1 ROOF APRIL 2» ft 30
KOBACKER HALL. 7P.M. CAU
1172-2111. EVERYONE WELCOME

VOTE FOR
•ETA 500 QUEEN
TODAY IN ThE
UNION FOYER
loara.
Good kick with Beta Queen You've
got s mend In your comer
Love. Murphy

■ETA $00
let-April 21
Union Oval

Mfee McGroovy: HOPE WE'RE
BOTH READY TO BOOGIE BY SATURDAY! GET PSYCHED TO BUM
ABOUND WITH DELTA ZETAI
LOVE. BFtCK
BETA $00
Happy Hours
Today 3:00—7:00
Collage Park
Featuring:
"High ■ocfcsl|i"
Open Sundey. 12-5 pm. French
Knot. Downtown. Bowing Green.
PICK UP YOUR VOTER ABSENTEE
■ALLOT REQUESTS APRIL 24 $ 27.
11:00 AM - 5:00 PM AT THE USG
OFFICE, 40$ STUDENT SERVICES.
USG IS SERVING YOUI
Pkee
Greek Week was so much fun. but N
won't be complete unM our tee tonight" Sea ya there.
INTERESTED IN JOINING A SORORITY? RUSH INFO NKtHT IS COMBW_
•ETA FEVER

CAPON m
RAYSCHWARZ
ONE ME SKIN OR GIVE ME DEATH
SEE YA TONK3HT! OW-OOOt
Run-Run-Run Annette Laura and
Kety-Puan Jean lo me 1.1 CHi O
Bets 500 VJctorylllt
Sarah (eager, Congrats on your
recent pngRBRcyl Hoar many
saelaT
MX SPRING CLEARANCE SALE
20% OFF
EVERYTMNO W THE STORE
WE ALSO HAVE HUNDREDS OF
•SELECT PAPERBACKS— 2$' $ 101
THIS SALE PM. 4 SAT.
APRIL 27TH 4 2ITH

Kely Applegate. I love you! Carol
The bake race wes won In our

wkwor's trophy 10 show.
■at Beta le hen end It's our MM to
aaa
They oea't slop the Mg Epa
Ceaee we'n on the tooee egekill

■ETA FEVER
CATCH IT
21 years ol Bets exceeence $ 9
years ol A Chi O spirit Coma on
Alpha CN's. tors keep up the treov
ton! Go, go A CM 01
$ORORITY RUSH
SORORITY RUSH
THE SISTERS OF ALPHA GAMMA
DELTA WOULD LIKE TO WOH ALL
BETA PARTICIPANTS
GOOO
LUCK-. .

13
18
19
23

Clumsy boats
Meticulous
Rail
First name in
showbiz
24 Signol
omission

Portico of yore
Dress for
Success" garb
50 Card player's
word

25 Anna's
followers
26 "Pomp and
Circumstance"
composer
27 Ship to
remember
28 Tiny bit
29 Did a household
chore
30 Mldeait Heights
31 Independently
32 Salamanders
34 Bermuda
transport
37 Counterfeit
36 Person trom Perth
40 Burden for an
ant
41 POW camps
43 Like good
farmland
44 Namesakes of a
MacQraw
46 Nibble
47 Exec.'• helper

51 Author of "Les
MIserabkM"
52 Whistling swan
53 Proofreader's
word

55 Hockey Hall of
Fame member
56 Beluga yield
57 Unkempt coiffure

S3!
F. ROOMMATE NEEDED
let I a*, summer session
Own room, 1115.00, Cat Mary or
Vel $$4-171$.

SchuN on his USG Cabinet poetBerr- Cue.
in Metll
Theresa TJramerwain, Congretule-

Rmmta needed $70/mo 4 uB Location: across the street from Found
em. Cal Paul 384-1008.

Wa'n at ea proud of youl Way to
golll Lava, Your KD ttotorsTHETA CHB AND ZBTS THE DEE
ZEES LOVE THEIR GREEK WEEK
PARTNERSt
To U our wonderful friends:
CONGRATULATIONS'
May is atnoot upon us; some of you
have come to D C lor s visit a othsrs
are yet to come The door to ALWAYS open $ wa reefy beeeve once
you've bean hen, youl let In love
wan It nouoirases, wa l be In BQ on
Frl. the 11tl 4 Can't wsn lo see al ol
you Baal wishes 4 the vary beet of
luck to al of you.
^
Love. Karen a Gwen

M. msnta needed tor summer, own
bdrm, race fum. house 1 b* from
campus For into cal Gary 352
8384
Need 1 or t Fere, la Ml fum. house
Isr MSB. Own bdrm. Ph. 352-7153
$17$ hrt Sam. 4 DSolutt.
F. rrnss. wanted for summer session
end/or 84-88 school year Share 2
bdrm apt w/freo heal 4 water. Your
own bedroom In a quiet etmoephere
$127 50/mo Cal Deb 362-7838
Female Roommete needed atasaVsr
erefy tor summer Reasonable rent.
dose lo campus Karen. 362-7286

To Bev. Suzanne, Cartena, and BethTharaEa lor al your hard work on Ihe
Greek Weak Steering Commutes
You dkl a greet tob! Love the Alpha
Prat
TswasrrS.
Oat psyched lor the soya and far
picking vp your Polloh
PrinceoelllHeppy Anniversary. I
love you.
R.P.S.

2 F. Roommates needed rmmedietefy
tor summer nessonsMs Rent Close
10 csmpus. Oaj Ksrsn. 352 7285

To the KD Beta $00 teem. Rsnss,
Baa, Ann c, 4 Patty K: Good lucki!
Wen behind you 10OSII Go for HII
Year KD Stokers.

4 la easts, house tor summer
(cheep). 204 S Summit. 1 bdrm. .
IVi bathe, porch, new csrpeilng.
Viet or oat 1814)174.

VOTE FOR
•ETA $00 QUEEN
TODAY IN THE
UraXlM FOYER

WANTED: 1 F. rwn-emokmg rmte.
'14-45, lurnlshed apt., I mo. leeee,
inarmo., utilities pakt, call 162ate needed
l or Female R»
lor lasamir. Reasonable rent, pay
eiectrlc only. Behind Sam B'a lor
ketontatton cal 352-0441.

1 P. RMTE. NEEDED FOR SUMMER.
$8730 A MONTH. INCLUDES UTH.F
TKS. CALL 152-6440, EtENstvOS.

WARNBMI WARNBYrG!
Sewen of Ihe Gale xlsn Bertie Drold
OR a raoonnalssence mlssslsn from
the Goner FsdeieUun lilt ba Die
a^iasad aa a earasrsaisii et the $00.
Wee* oat;
The Alphe Xl's sre payched to heve
a wHd 4 crsry time wHh the Alpha
Phi's, SAE'. 4 Kappa Shjsl 0a«
The Alpha Xl'a
Wad But to wish tit Brothers ol
Sigma Nu good kick at Beta' Wan
befshd you at the weyl
Love, the While Roses
WE GOT BETA IN XI BAG!
WE GOT BETA W XI BAG'
THE ALPHA Xl'a'
SORORITY RUSH
SORORITY RUSH
ZBT'a 4 Zeta PM ■eta's: Gel reedy
lo gat rowdy at the KD house
ssaajMI Wa can't wet lo meat the
new ZBTsI Love, The KD'a.
ZeaaPM Setae
Thanke lor Mich e good lime doing
tie Greek Slngl Teomworx and
spkrt land us first piece! Sea you et
a!
Loaa, Bw KD'a
*) IT TRUE YOU CAN BUY JEEPS
FOR $44 -THROUGH THE U.S. OOVEFttMENT? GET THE FACTS TODAY! CALL (312) 742-1142 EXT.
1784
Abortion FREE Pregnancy Teats
Student Retos
Center lor Choice
Downtown Toledo (41B) 258- 7 788
For Sale. Car atsreo. Am/FnvCeeeefto. 3 way spsakers tocfuded
Used only 1 weak Must aeti CAI
372-8408
Party Room For Rent
4-0'aCka)
7th end High
352-8378 after 5: 362-7324
THERE IS STILL TmiE TO MAKE
YOUR RESERVATION TO THE MORTAR BOARD SCHOLARSHIP
IALLSTUDENTS $10 EVERYONE
ELSE $20 SEND MONEY TO 306
STUDENT SERVICES THE BALL IS
AT 8:30 PM. MAY 4 IN GRAND
BALLROOM FORMAL ATTIRE IB
ACCEPTABLE CAU DAN BUNN AT
352-8207 FOR INFO
■ETASOO
Set. Aprtlt
Union Orel

WANTED
F. rmte needed tor summer to share
Parkview Mocee Home $1SO/mo.
own bdrm. Cal Joy 372-5038
1 F floommeW needed to share
house or apt. for summer Low RentCtow to carnpua. CAI Sheet at 372-

4889.
Double room mass senior or grad.
Ctoeo to ureverety, private entrance.
kitchen A tlstill Summer and 84
86 school year 352-7238

Helpl Sadden Opening I Need rmte
tor summer and or next year. Can
make excelent deal! 320 N. Summs72bais torn campus. Own room,
own driveway Cal mka 352-3780
» not Hen, peases leave message
2 tckots tor Friday night's show
snTh SCOTT HAMILTON need to be
a.chenged wrth 2 ticket, far the
Saturday MoUnee show. Call tote
1$M7$7.
Wented: Female roommete needed
tor Summer. Pteeee eat Eton tor
man Imfrrmatton, 152-1*05
F. Reommsls Needed sal eemeeler
only - Ctoeel BeeutHul. new, ept
Dlene 15M10I or Cindy 352-3144
3 female aubtoaaers needed lor this
summer In e newfy remodeled house
2 blocks from campus Thai specious
4 bdrm house a svsesbto tor
$76Ano. plus nvrsmat uhllies Cal
372-6830 or 372 5841
HOUSEBOY FOR THE 1084-18l$
SCHOOL YEAR. IF INTERESTED
CAU UNDA AT 372-3*09 OR 3722760.
WANTED TO BUY!
I wB pay cash tor a couch that lotos
out Into s bed CM 23288 S ask lor
Sean.

ALASKAN SUMMER JOBS: For tntcrrrvrton send S.A S.E to Alaskan
Jobs. Box 40236. Tucson. Arizona

85717.
•AR HELP WANTED tor Summer 4
Fat Apply In person at MAIN »T. on
Friday between 12 noon 4 3 pm.
LAB TECHNICIAN WANTED: Parttana laboratory kwJrScasn for seelanta. odhoorvoe snd costings leb Job
nvorvoe pfiyatoal teatng. applcahon
tostng. weighing and mixing laboratory batches of production snd
experimental products Previous sxpertence not required: wo w* train.
Aocacants should hsve a good math
and chemistry background: a short
MM wB be given Job requires a
minimum of 20 hours per weak:
hours can be scheduled around costs
schedule. Monday trough Friday.
7:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Storing wage: $4 par hour; re-evstustod efter 00 days Cai 241-8280
for auuus it iaar.lt
STUDENT ACTIVISTS: Work lor eodsf and economic karaca and gat pea)
tor ■ The Ohio Pubac totoreat Campetgn a taring tor rts luaame polocal
outreech staff. Issue. Include working agatiat unfair energy prices and
toxic waste control rjrobtoms Hours
110 pm Mon-Fri Sarary $180 per
weak Cal24t-or>03loranlnksnlew
•PPO* III HOCK

POeVTaOOS MO esWRsBBBsDaaV

si Akron. Cincinnati. Cleveland and
Cosjmtua
Century Label t Tag Co hes openInga aval. eeBng custom packaging
10 iltolirs. Commission pajs benafts $18-26Kflrsl yeer earnings
Col Mt George Henry 362-7620

WORK OUT EAST
Make $3012
Interviews Frl. Apr. 27

WHAT'8 THE PROBLEM— need a
sporty furrvahed 1 person apt. lor
ssiarasr I have the right one lor
you"! Close to campus. 403 2nd 4
Hkjh St
Cat 0. C. 1H-01K-

352-0564

Government Jobs 111,551150.1 Jl/yr. How taring. Your area.
Cat l-80$4S)7-0000 Ext IVe$40CrBPPEWA TRAM. CAMP
RAPtJ CITY, Ml 4M7I
• 1S-122-4242
near Traverse City seeks parsons
skstod. certified or experienced tor
out-of-camp tripe, rood ssrvice $
memenence. also tor teaching either
spang, gymneetica. arta 4 crsfts.
awimmlng. lennie or got. Salary.
room 4 board from 8710/84 to
8/12/84. ACA aocredted 68th see
eon.
CAMP COUNSELORS
Oitstandtog S$m snd Trim Down
Camps. Tennis. Dance. Ssrnnaatics.
wsi. Athletics. Nutrioon/IJtotettca 20
pkjo
Separata gals' and boys'
camps. 7 weeks CAMP CAMELOT
on Coeags Campuses st Mass.
Perm . No Caroana. Car! Sand resume: ittchele Friedman. Direclor.
047 Ikrwtott Dr. No Woodmen.
NY. 11581, 516-374-0785.
Local Advertising Co has openings
1st semester tor students makvrng In
advertising Ful time pootton tor
Design I Graphics work. $3 36mr
PUSS, contact Co-Op Office 222
Admirvavatlon Bktg or cal 3722451
Fashion Merchanctsing and Menege
merit opportunity tor FM Semeeter
with torge N W Ohio Dept Slore Ful
erne. eMmatng, $6 00 hr Intsrvkrwa on May 0. 1084. Ptoaae con
tact co-op ofltoo. 222 Aomxi BUg
or cal 372-2481

12:00.3:00. 7:00
Alumni Room. Student Union

IS

Desk snd night stand tor sale, both In
good condition Pricee negoltoble
CM Tracy et 352-2438
Dorm refrigerator 2 1/2 ft high excel
cond 1 yr. old. Noretoo toaster oven.
HemRon Beach nfth burner 4 met
trees. Al 1 yr old Excel shape Cal
372-8724 Mon-Thurs after 8.
Hermorvkaroon 670. 60 watt per
channel stereo receiver 1 yr. old
vary good cond Must sail Cal Herb
M 372-1741

Turkey Bacon Club
Sandwich
$1.99
OR

Try Our All-U-CanEat Salad Bar $2.50
SALAD BAR ONLY $1.00
EXTRA WITH PURCHASE OF
SANDWICH
NO DISCOUNTS APPLY

$21 Eset Many 1 Bssasjt sareen.
fesar Oasasassatt Towers. llOOkssr
if• T#i«e>(M paiy o#wy
■ to sse.Hal easstv
$$4-tI(0.
Two 4 Bdrm houses aval. 8/27/84
Veer tosses. 4 persona S150/peraorvmo. pka uH Cel 364-2280
John Newtove Real Eaasto
HELP
1 bdrm apt to subB lor summsr
LOW RENT
At cond . dose to campus
364-2102
3 bdrm house, arm 8 people avalable for summer 4 lei Ctoae to
campus. 363-8481. 9-5.
SmlBvBoggs Rental
Mousse 4 Apts. tor '84-85 school
yew 362-0467 between 12-4 or
382-8»t7 efterS
House on Coaage, Fum.. dose to
campus, resaonabls. Summer. Cat
Tony 352-8847
Fum. house, summer only
1 block from campus
362-7482
Fum. 2 bdrm. apts. 4 houses.
Summer rstea avsaabio
352-7454 baton 5 00 pm
freed Mesa Students to ■ house for
summer onfy' Own bedroom-new
csmpus Phone 362-7386.
Need Female Students to ■ spts 4
houses tor school year 1084-86
I 362-7385
630 N. Summit-Apt #C. 2 bsrjroom
apt. tor 4 students $126 per parson/562 00 a eemeeler pkje electric
M electric apt I 2 semester Indrvkluel

Restate Cpamua-27 spkrs Wsrrut
w/brown Grates. 100 w. fueed Eftdent. Ex cond $178. Cal Brad 3721038

House. noomt-Acte Summer Rent
aarSoecwl Retos 352 7385-Certy

Lkjhtwerght dsek wan Ight ettached.
chst Included. $20. cal 354-2248

We stB heve s variety of lanMl
kx summer 4 fat.
Cel Titus Rooty 352-8588

For Sale 1 Bed end Dreeser. Good
Corvstion-aeet Otter. Cal Mark M
354-2238
IBM Renault Le Car, Good Conatton, AaVFm stereo, sunroof, asking
$2000.00 or beat otter. Cat Chris
1$4-1005.

(jVE

Ford Fsrtsne 04'
Good Condition, good price
Cal Kathy 352 6085
Engesh darts 4 accessorise
Pur eels Bike Shop
131 W Wooater St 352-8284
GOING HOME SALE
Everything you need: beta, stereo.
more CM 352-5786.
117$ Irene Am, Excel, cond. Red
Exterior, Sleek Interior, Lear mileage, Call Cookie at 352-MM.

FOR RENT
Sublease .ummer Spec 2 bdrm. 1
112 bath. 14ft. L Shape bar. Aar
coad. IMO/rwo. Stop by 707 sixth

•aj

Summer flenlsai
Ctoae to cempus-2bdmv unlurn
spts Also 3 bdrm turn home Cal
Betty Bsksr 352-0110
2 Bdrm house ttaasr fuiy fum
acrosa from Offenheuor -vary tow utalies 195 00'mo summer. 280/mo.
Fel-sprino 372-8257.

THURSTIN MANOR APARTMENTS
At oorioxeoned. k«y cerpetod. cabta
vason. eftcksriciee. laundry iscaaee
Now ameng tor summer 4 Sal.
461 Thuraon Ave 352-6436.
1 bdrm. Bsntainl apt. S160/mo. I
Else No Pats. A mm June 1 Cel

352-5408
PALL RENTALS
tocewrd, tear earesebaaL AC apta. near ranting tor
Summer 1084 and I Still Veer
1$B44)$. Cat eW^BBS.
I RENTALS
I TMrd BL
roroom, fvnuehed, AC.
icetton. m
ate nttee. Cal 152-4PM. between
4— 10p.se.
tLEEPING ROOMS
Wlh prhaas entance 4 bath
Al utaaes peM
Summer toeeee » etshN
Located acroaafrom Itorshmen
0 or 12mo.

Now Renting FM 1984
One I Two semester I
Fuly fum. Efficiencies.
w/cotor TV . Cable.
Quart Atmosphere $285 (1 par).
S17S os (2 par). 364-3182 12-4
woekdsya. 352-1520 snytme.

352-4674
DAHMS APARTMENTS
111 STATE STREET

4 bdrm. $01 $. Pnapatt
Cat John Hewkiis Real Estate
WllaaE.

** V. HOCK FROM
book etors. osnyout
esjnory met, reetaursnts
1 tN-OCK FROM

FALL 4 SUMMER RENTALS
2 BORMS-lv BLK TO CAMPUS
352-4671 day or 352-1800 eve
Two bedromm aptotllistt In duplex
edktcent to Oftenhauer Tower eveaable August 15 $400/mo snd ussliee Cal 354 1753 or 352-3408

■vary, rec center
24 HOUR SERVICES OF
lock out keys
securty survsaence
emergency inatttoiatica
FREE
get beetle
Its

2-3 Bdrm. house aval May 18 tor
summer and/or Fel One bk torn
campus 2 3 students. 352-3081.
Vel Manor Summer
Vacancies: Acccrnooatona for 2 or 4
people Cleen. at conditioned quiet
piece Acroes from Rodgers 3622858
2 bedroom newly furrvahed spas
Now renting tor '84-85 FREE sate
Ra TV Cat 382-2883
Efficiency to outset Free AC Cabal 4
utBtss Price negotable. 362-0704
t bdrm apt dose to campus 8486
school vow 1-287-3341
Summer 5-Bdrm house 266 Crlm
Street 1-287-3341

NEWLOVE MANAOEMENT
tTtU HAVE APARTMENT
FOR TMS lumatTR 6 NEXT
FALL.A VARIETY THAT
W1U- PLEASE EVERYONE
CALL 1824820 OR 352-1115

House lo shsro
Graoutla Student, turn, axndry
Avaastxe May 1 and Sept 1,
S17S.00/mo ind utl Cat 3625438. 823-3406 or 354-1001 efter
3:30.

House tor rert-ctoaa lo campus
laststinotill. Cat 372 4319 or 3724310

"

- REDUCED RATEI
12 MONTH LEASES AYAH
$$1-4074 Idsy) MMtatteve)

Summer Roomek. Cvporiunty
naaustu) Vtotorian House on N. lean.
lumkmod w/s.c Cal 362I03B
Lower dupku: summer I tot. upper
duptox. summer 4 set. 362-0830

7H*n6*

1450
E. Wooster

* SANDWICH OF
THE WEEK*

A SMALL NUtBsER OF APTS. $TKL
AVAR. FOR FAU 4 lUasMER.
" 521 E MERRY. NEAR OFFENHAUER TOWERS, I boVm/4 PERSONS
••711-711 1R0 ST. 1 tORM
••ROCtiEIJOE IsAIIOR-aXMrTH
COLLEGE 4 eth ST-t «CRMI
"$$1 7th$T 2IORM.
•• FORREST APTS.-SOUTH COLLEGE 4 NAPOLEON-2 SDRM.
"311 E. Wooelsr.
CAU JOHN NEWLOVE $a*«Bt

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

1 FBI. roommese needed lor summer
$85 OOVmo Ctoae to oampua. cal
362-7170.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
12 Ailing

M rmmte wanted $136Vmo Plue 1/4
01 atoc bBa Very ctoae to campus
Cat 372-3076. Please leave a mas

The troth*, of Skjme Phi EpeHon

1% Ep Beta Teem
Ttva»eeloll»ckloellolyou
tomorrow st the race. Keep the Beta
victory when N betonge-the house
al the heart. We't be cheering lor
you every step ol the weyl The
■ETA $00
Happy Hour.
Todey esW—Mt
College Pert
Feeturlng:
"Hka> taciety''

IF mws naarjadlorM-aiscrryr
Apartnent of 2nd St Cal Vicky 3723888

352-3551

!

LARGE 11TEM PIZZA

4.50

| EAT IN - CARRY OUT - DELIVERY

